
JOINT RESOLUTIONS.

NUMBER 1.

[3. P. NO. 79.]

A JOINT RESOLUTION FOR A COMMITTEE OF THREE (3) ON
THE PART OF THE SENATE, AND SIX (6) ON THE PART
OF THE HOUSE, FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSIDERING AND
REPORTING UPON THE ADVISABILITY OF THIS STATE
MAKING AN EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR IN
EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND NINETY-THREE (1893).

Resolved, That there shall be appointed by the president committ« on
of the senate a committee of three (3), one (1) from each of ^"ISt fa cui-
the three (3) political parties, to act wibh a committee of "go.
six (6) on the part of the house, for the purpose of reporting
upon the advisability of this state making an exhibit of her
industries, products and resonrces at the world's fair to be
held at Chicago in eighteen hundred and ninety three
(1893), and report a plan whereby that end can be at-
tained.

Approved February 3, 1891.

NUMBER 2.
[S. F. No. 289.)

A JOINT RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE DEATHS OF GEN-
ERAL W. T. SHERMAN AND ADMIRAL DAVID D. PORTER.

Resolved by (he Legislature of the State of Minnesota: G

First—That the intelligence of the death of Gen. Wil- 0nUlcdMth o(
liam T. Sherman of the United States army, and of Admiral 0

David D. Porter of the United States navy, has been re-
ceived by the legislature with the deepest sense of the in-
expressible loss sustained by our state and nation, and
with overwhelming emotions of sorrow.
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-Second—That in the death of these illustrious officers and
citizens we recognize the loss of two as devoted patriots as
have yet appeared in our history, whose skill and services
on land and sea, in a war of unparalleled magnitude, en-
abled the generation in which they lived to preserve and
transmit to future generations the government founded by
Washington, with all its unspeakable blessings and. free
institutions, unimpaired.

Third — That in the departure from earth at the same
time of two men who had co-operated so much in sustain-
ing and maintaining the government in time of war, and
whose lives to the nation had been so valuable and con-
spicuous, we recognize the hand of that Frovidence which
carried the nation through the straggles of the Revolution,
and gave it the benefit of the wisdom of Adams and Jef-
ferson, and afterwards called them from earth on the same
day—the anniversary of the natal day of the nation they
had established.

Fourth—Resolved, That the state of Minnesota, through
its legislature assembled, tenders the condolence of all its
people to the relatives and friends of the deceased, and
that, as a mark of respect, the legislature will stand ad-
journed on the day of the funeral, and that the governor
cause a salute of fifteen (15) guns to be fired at sunrise

and sunset on that day, and one (1) gun each half-lour
between snnrise and sunset.

Resolved, That the governor of Minnesota cause a copy of
these resolutions to be transmitted to the family of General
Sherman and a copy to the family of Admiral Porter.

Approved February 16, 1891.

NUMBER 3.

[8. F. No. 27fl.j

A JOINT RESOLUTION FOR THE RELIEF OF JOHN FENSKE.

WHEREAS, John Fenske of the city of New Ulm, in the
county of Brown and state of Minnesota, on the eighteenth
(18th) day of August, A. D. one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-two (1862), while in the employment; of the
United States as a mechanic, and while endeavoring to save
the property of the government from destruction, received
a severe wound from Sioux Indians, whereby he was per-
manently disabled; and


